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ACROSS
1: a Palestinian international terrorist
organization that split from the PLO in 1974;
has conducted terrorist attacks in 20 countries
4: at or near or toward the stern of a ship or tail
of an airplane
7: a piece of jewelry that is ___ned onto the
wearer's garment
8: an independent government agency that
regulates interstate and international
communications by radio and television and
wire and cable and satellite
9: a native or inhabitant of Communist China
or of Nationalist China
11: a fashionable hotel usually in a resort area
12: English writer of novels of espionage (born
in 1931)
16: the basic unit of money in Moldova
17: a final part or section
18: a master's degree in library science
19: an informal term for a father; probably
derived from baby talk
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1: (military) an armored vehicle (usually
equipped with caterpillar treads) that is used to
transport infantry
2: an agency in the Department of Health and
Human Services whose mission is to employ
science in the pursuit of knowledge to improve
human health; is the principal biomedical
research agency of the federal government
3: type genus of the Oniscidae; woodlice that
cannot roll into a ball
4: a pronunciation of afraid
5: a cooperative nationwide system of banks
and associations providing credit to farmers
and related businesses; originally capitalized by
the federal government but now owned by its
members and borrowers
6: a heavy colorless highly toxic liquid used as
a solvent to clean electronic components and
for dry cleaning and as a fumigant; causes
cancer and liver and lung damage
10: a terrorist organization that is the militant
wing of the Communist Party of the
Philippines; a Maoist organization formed to
overthrow the government; uses hit squads
called Sparrow Units; opposes United States
military presence in the Philippines
12: an advanced law degree
13: the fatty flesh of ___; an elongate fish
found in fresh water in Europe and America;
large ___s are usually smoked or pickled
14: (biochemistry) a long linear polymer of

5

nucleotides found in the nucleus but mainly in
the cytoplasm of a cell where it is associated
with microsomes; it transmits genetic
information from DNA to the cytoplasm and
controls certain chemical processes in the cell
15: a doctor's degree in education

